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FC-4 Types, Port IP Address, Fabric Port Name, and Hard 
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1. 

FIBRE CHANNEL NETWORKEMPLOYING 
REGISTERED STATE CHANGE 

NOTIFICATIONS WITH ENHANCED 
PAYLOAD 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

The present application relates to U.S. Patent application 
Ser. Nos. 10/208.427 (U.S. Pat. No. 7,474,652) entitled Cach 
ing Remote Switch Information in a Fibre Channel Switch by 
Pathak et al. filed Jul. 30, 2002: 10/208,376 (U.S. Pat. No. 
7,187,659) entitled Fibre Channel Switch Having a Push/Pull 
Method for Caching Remote Switch Information by Ham 
mons et al. filed Jul. 30, 2002; and 10/208.401 (U.S. Pat. No. 
7.386,608) entitled Fibre Channel Switch that Aggregates 
Registered State Change Notifications by Tsai et al. filed Jul. 
30, 2002, which are concurrently filed herewith. 

BACKGROUND 

1. Field of the Invention 
This invention generally relates to systems and methods for 

providing network communications between computers or 
computer system components. More specifically, this inven 
tion relates to increasing the scalability of Fibre Channel 
networks through the use of remote Switch information cach 
ing in a Fibre Channel Switch, through use of an improved 
name server structure, and through use of an extended regis 
tered state change notification (RSCN) packet payload. 

2. Description of the Related Art 
Networking of high-performance computers has become 

the focus of much attention in the data communications 
industry. Performance improvements in processors and 
peripherals, along with the move to distributed architectures 
Such as client/server configurations, have spawned increas 
ingly data-intensive and high-speed network applications, 
Such as medical imaging, multimedia, and scientific visual 
ization. 
One protocol that has been developed to provide the nec 

essary communications capacity is the Fibre Channel (FC) 
protocol. A single FC link can carry data at rates exceeding 1 
gigabit per second (Gibfs) in both directions simultaneously. 
The FC protocol defines standard media and signaling con 
ventions for transporting data in a serial fashion. It also pro 
vides an error correcting channel code and a frame structure 
for transporting the data. Further, the FC protocol sets out a 
buffer-credit-based flow control methodology, and creates 
Some common services (e.g. fabric controller, name server). 
The FC protocol can be applied to various network topologies 
including point-to-point, ring, and Switched fabric. Further 
details regarding the FC protocol can be found online at 
www.fibrechannel.org. 
FC networks can grow quite large. The protocol allows for 

nearly 2 (over 16 million) node ports within a single fabric 
(a FC network includes one or more FC fabrics). Each node 
port Supports one FC device. As larger networks are imple 
mented (e.g., more than about eight Switches), various 
unforeseen weaknesses in the FC protocol become evident. 
For example, the amount of network traffic necessary to Sup 
port and use the name server grows as the square of the 
number of devices attached to the fabric, and this traffic can at 
times severely impair the performance of the network. It 
would be desirable to eliminate or mitigate the adverse effects 
of this traffic, thereby improving the speed, efficiency, and 
reliability of larger networks. 
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2 
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

The problems outlined above are in large measure 
addressed by a Fibre Channel (FC) fabric having switches 
that employ Registered State Change Notifications (RSCNs) 
with enhanced payloads. In one embodiment, the fabric com 
prises multiple Switches coupled together, and multiple node 
devices each directly-coupled to at least one other switch. 
Each of the switches preferably provides RSCNs to other 
Switches when a node device state change is detected. One or 
more of the RSCNs preferably includes a device entry having 
more than four properties associated with the node device 
undergoing the state change. The Switches receiving the 
enhanced RSCNs preferably maintain caches of remote node 
device entries copied from the RSCN device entries. The 
device entries preferably include one or more of the follow 
ing: Owner Identifier, Port Type, Port Identifier, Port Name, 
Node Name, Initial Process Associator, Node IP Address, 
Class of Service, FC-4 Types, Port IP Address, Fabric Port 
Name, and Hard Address. Since the device entry information 
is included in the RSCNs, the need for follow-up queries to 
obtain additional information may advantageously be 
reduced or eliminated. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

A better understanding of the present invention can be 
obtained when the following detailed description is consid 
ered in conjunction with the following drawings, in which: 

FIG. 1 is an illustrative Fibre Channel (FC) fabric; 
FIG. 2 is a preferred embodiment of a directory server on a 

switch; 
FIG.3 is a flow chart of a preferred embodiment of a name 

server software task; 
FIG. 4 is a flow chart of a preferred embodiment of a name 

server cache manager Software task; 
FIG. 5 is a state transition diagram preferably used by the 

cache manager component; 
FIG. 6 shows the format of a “PID format inter-switch 

registered state change notification (RSCN) packet; 
FIG. 7 shows the format of a “Multiple Entry format” 

inter-switch RSCN packet; 
FIG. 8 shows the format of a small entry in a multiple entry 

format inter-switch RSCN packet; 
FIG. 9 shows the format of a preferred medium entry in a 

multiple entry format inter-switch RSCN packet; 
FIG.10 shows the format of a preferred entry for aphantom 

RSCN packet; 
FIG. 11 shows the format of an node device RSCN packet; 

and 
FIG. 12 shows the format of a page in the node device 

RSCN packet. 
While the invention is susceptible to various modifications 

and alternative forms, specific embodiments thereof are 
shown by way of example in the drawings and will herein be 
described in detail. It should be understood, however, that the 
drawings and detailed description thereto are not intended to 
limit the invention to the particular form disclosed, but on the 
contrary, the intention is to cover all modifications, equiva 
lents and alternatives falling within the spirit and scope of the 
present invention as defined by the appended claims. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

Turning now to the figures, FIG. 1 shows an illustrative 
Fibre Channel (FC) fabric having six interconnected switches 
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110, 120, 130, 140, 150 and 160. Switches 110 and 120 are 
not directly coupled to any FC node devices, while switches 
130, 140, 150 and 160 are directly coupled to FC node 
devices. Switch 130 is coupled to three FC node devices 
132-136 by an arbitrated loop 138. Switch 140 is directly 
coupled to two FC node devices 142 and 144. Switch 150 is 
directly coupled to FC node devices 152-154, and switch 160 
is directly coupled to FC node devices 162-168. 

Although not shown in FIG.1, a FC fabric may also include 
phantom devices. A phantom device is a logical node device 
that may be created by a switch. One situation where a phan 
tom device may be desirable is an arbitrated loop. Loop node 
devices 132-136 may be private devices, meaning that they 
are not configured to engage in communications outside the 
loop 138. The switch 130 allows external node devices (e.g. 
node device 154) to communicate with private node devices 
in the loop by creating a phantom node device on arbitrated 
loop 138 and making communications to and from the exter 
nal node device appear like communications to and from the 
phantom device. For more on this, please refer to U.S. patent 
application Ser. No. 09/370,095, entitled “System and 
Method for Sending and Receiving Frames between a Public 
Device and a Private Device.” filed Aug. 6, 1999, which is 
hereby incorporated by reference. 

In addition to providing basic connectivity between FC 
node devices, the switches preferably provide additional FC 
fabric services such as fabric controller, directory server (also 
known as a “name server”), time server, management server, 
quality of service facilitator, and alias server. These services 
may be localized to an individual switch, or they may be 
distributed among the Switches. The name server, in particu 
lar, is preferably distributed among the switches. 
The distributed name server is preferably implemented as 

follows. Each switch contains a resident name server that is 
responsible for the FC node devices that are directly coupled 
to that switch. As the links between these devices and the 
Switch are initialized, the resident name server constructs and 
updates a database of the relevant device properties. The 
resident name server also updates the database in response to 
events and commands from the devices. Because the Switch 
contains a full database entry for the node devices directly 
coupled to it, the switch is often termed the “entry’switch for 
those devices. 

Examples of node device properties stored in a full data 
base entry may include the Port Identifier, the Port Name, the 
Node Name, the Class of Service, the Node IPAddress, the 
Initial Process Associator, one or more FC-4 Types, a Sym 
bolic Port Name, a Symbolic Node Name, a Port Type, a Port 
IPAddress, the Fabric Port Name, the Hard Address, an FC-4 
Descriptor, and a list of FC-4 Type Features. Further details 
on these properties and the name server objects that may be 
used to store these properties are available in the Fibre Chan 
nel GS-3 specification. 
Node devices access the distributed name server by send 

ing a name service request to the resident name server on the 
switch to which they are directly coupled, i.e. their entry 
switch. If the resident name server does not have the infor 
mation available, the entry switch's resident name server 
services the request by making any needed requests from 
resident name servers on other switches. The subordinate 
requests are preferably transparent to the original requesting 
client. 

Each of the node devices typically determines the proper 
ties of the other node devices with which it communicates. 
Upon connecting to the network, the node devices send a 
request addressed to the name server, which is then received 
by the resident name server on the entry switch. Typically, 
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4 
where such request forms are Supported, the request takes the 
form of GE PT (get entries of a given Port Type) or GE FT 
(get entries of a given FC-4Type). Where such forms are not 
supported, the request may take the form of GID PT (get 
identifiers for ports of a given Port Type) or GID FT (get 
identifiers for ports of a given FC4 Type). Once the identifiers 
have been obtained, a series of GE ID (get entry for a given 
identifier) requests may be used to obtain the corresponding 
entries. In either case, the effect is to cause the entry switch to 
request each of the other switches to send all name server 
database entries that satisfy the given criteria to the entry 
switch, which then forwards the entries to the requesting 
device. As the number of entries is generally proportional to 
the number of node devices, and each device typically gen 
erates Such a request, the amount of traffic increases as the 
square of the number of node devices. 
The situation is exacerbated when one considers that node 

devices are not static. Their status or properties may change, 
e.g., when disconnected or reprogrammed. The frequency of 
change is generally proportional to the number of node 
devices. Each time a node device experiences an event that 
affects their name server entry, a Registered State Change 
Notification (RSCN) message is sent to all the node devices in 
the same Zone (or, at least, those node devices in the same 
Zone that have registered to receive such messages). Each of 
those node devices typically responds immediately with a 
GE ID request, forcing the entry switch of the affected device 
to contend with a sudden influx of name server traffic. 
To cope with this traffic, the preferred switch embodiment 

provides caching of remote switch information. FIG. 2 shows 
a functional block diagram of the preferred name server 
embodiment. In the preferred embodiment, the Switch imple 
ments the distributed name server using two components: a 
resident name server 202, and a name server cache manager 
206. The name server component 202 constructs and main 
tains the name server database 204 that stores the information 
for the directly-coupled node devices. The cache manager 
component 206 constructs and maintains a name server cache 
208 that stores information for remote node devices. To coor 
dinate access of the two components to the database and 
cache, the components 202, 206 preferably use a set of sema 
phores 210 as described further below. The name server com 
ponent 202 preferably operates on event messages received 
via a name server queue 212, and the cache manager compo 
nent 206 preferably operates on event messages received via 
a cache manager queue 214. Some of the event messages 
received via the cache manager queue 214 may be generated 
by a timer 216. 
The components 202 and 206 preferably run continuously, 

operating on commands as they reach the head of the respec 
tive queue 212 and 214. Furthermore, they preferably run 
independently, with the name server component 202 prefer 
ably designated as a higher priority task that can service 
commands “immediately'. The name server component is 
preferably designed to minimize delays for responses from 
other Switches (i.e. Switch-Switch synchronous blocking). 
For the most part, the name server component 202 responds to 
device requests with whatever information is available at the 
time. To do this it may rely on both the name server database 
204 and on the cache 208. Only in certain exception scenarios 
(e.g. the cache 208 does not contain the requested property of 
the node device) might it be necessary to query other Switches 
to service a request. 
The name server database 204 stores information (full 

name server entries) about local (i.e., directly-coupled) 
devices only. When local devices come online, they register 
with the name server component 202, causing an “add 
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device' message to enter queue 212. The name server 202 
preferably saves the device information in a simple linked list. 
Both the components 202 and 206 have read access to data 
base 204, but only the name server component has the ability 
to write and make modifications to it. In essence, the name 
server component operates as the owner of the database 204. 
This may prove advantageous in the situation where a local 
device is added to the database 204 and the database is imme 
diately queried about the newly added device. If the cache 
manager component 206 operated as database manager, a lag 
might exist between the “add device' message and the 
appearance of the new entry. 
The cache manager component 206 is preferably desig 

nated as a lower priority task that operates in the background 
to maintain the cache 208. The cache 208 stores information 
about node devices directly coupled to switches other than 
this one, i.e., remote node devices. Preferably, the cache 208 
stores information about all remote node devices in the fabric, 
although the cache entries may be limited to just the most 
commonly requested information about a device. In a pre 
ferred embodiment, both the components 202 and 206 have 
read access to the cache 208, but only the cache manager 
component 206 has the ability to write and make modifica 
tions to it. The cache manager component 206 is preferably 
designed to provide “fresh' information about the fabric's 
node devices in a reasonably timely fashion. 

Note that the two components 202 and 206 are preferably 
able to operate independently. The semaphores 210 allow 
them to coordinate their accesses to the database 204 and 
cache 208 so that, e.g., the name server component 202 is not 
trying to read a cache entry that the cache manager compo 
nent 206 is updating. The semaphores 210 accordingly pro 
vide one form of protection against data corruption. 

In a preferred embodiment, there are at least two sema 
phores: a database semaphore, and a cache Semaphore. Each 
semaphore is preferably a bit flag that indicates whether a 
resource is being used. A component that desires to access a 
resource checks the appropriate semaphore to determine if 
the resource is available, and if so, that component “takes the 
semaphore by setting the flag to indicate that the resource is 
not available. Some hardware or software exclusion mecha 
nism is provided to prevent both components from simulta 
neously taking the semaphore. Various semaphore implemen 
tations exist and may be used. Once the component is finished 
with the resource, the component sets the flag to indicate that 
the resource is available. 

The use of two semaphores allows either of the compo 
nents 202 or 206 to acquire one or both resources 204 and 208 
if they are not in use by the other component. A component 
takes the appropriate semaphore to acquire a resource. To 
prevent blocking, the components 202 and 206 preferably 
comply with certain limitations. For example, if both sema 
phores are needed, the components follow a specific order 
when taking them; the cache semaphore is taken before the 
database semaphore. When the semaphores are released, they 
are released in reverse order (i.e., database semaphore before 
cache Semaphore). Note that this forces a component that has 
acquired the database semaphore to release the database 
semaphore before it can take the cache Semaphore. In a pre 
ferred embodiment, both semaphores must be released before 
an inter-switch call is made. 

Additional semaphores may be desirable where there are 
other databases that may be accessed by one of the compo 
nents. For example, if the name server component 202 occa 
sionally needs to access a Zoning database (e.g., for a Zone 
check), a Zoning semaphore may be included in Semaphores 
210. In the preferred embodiment, the semaphore order limi 
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6 
tations are extended to require that the Zoning semaphore be 
taken before either of the database semaphore and cache 
semaphore are taken. Further, the Zoning semaphore is 
released only after the other semaphores are released. 

Timer 216 generates one or more messages upon expira 
tion of a corresponding timer, and sends the messages to 
queue 214. The timers are set by cache manager component 
206 as explained with reference to FIG. 4 below. The cache 
manager 206 is preferably also designed to halt the timers 
when appropriate. 

FIG.3 shows a preferred high-level flowchart of the name 
server component 202. In block 302, the name server com 
ponent 202 waits until a message is received in the name 
server queue 212. The name server component 202 retrieves 
a message from the queue 212 in block 304, and determines 
the message type in one of blocks 306, 312, and 316. If the 
name server component 202 determines in block 306 that the 
message is an add or delete message from a local node device, 
then the name server component updates the database 204 in 
block 308. In block 310, the name server component sends a 
registered state change notification (RSCN) to the cache man 
ager component 206, other fabric services (such as the man 
agement server), and to other Switches to notify them that a 
change has occurred. A reliable transport mechanism is pref 
erably used to ensure delivery of the RSCN to the targets. 

Note that RSCN messages are classified into two types: 
inter-switch RSCN messages, and node device RSCN mes 
sages. RSCN messages exchanged between Switches are 
given an inter-switch format, but this format is different from 
the node device format used by (and expected by) node 
devices. Both formats are discussed herein. Another message 
type briefly mentioned herein is a state change notification 
(SCN) message. SCN messages are used to indicate changes 
in Switch states, as opposed to changes in registered node 
device states. 
A new inter-switch RSCN format with an expanded pay 

load is proposed herein and described in greater detail below. 
Not all Switches may support the new format, but it is gener 
ally possible for one switch to determine the capabilities of 
the other Switches. For example, the one Switch may query 
other switches to determine their manufacturer and firmware 
version. Switches having a particular manufacturer and revi 
sion number may be presumed to Support the new format. If 
for some reason it is not possible to determine the capability 
of another switch, the name server can default to previous 
inter-switch RSCN formats when communicating with that 
switch. The name server component 202 preferably deter 
mines and uses the appropriate inter-switch RSCN format in 
block 310. 
One inter-switch RSCN format is referred to herein as a 

“PID format RSCN'. In this format, the inter-switch RSCN 
provides a bare notification of a change in the state of a given 
port using the port identifier (PID). The switch receiving the 
PID format RSCN must take further action (e.g., by querying 
the name server) if further information is needed. This format 
is widely supported. 
A preferred inter-switch RSCN format is referred to herein 

as an “entry format RSCN'. In this format, the inter-switch 
RSCN includes name server entries having information about 
the current state of one or moreports that have changed States. 
The entries are preferably not full name server entries, which 
can require over a kilobyte to express. Rather, the entries are 
preferably “medium' or “small name server entries. 
Medium name server entries are preferably limited to com 
monly-requested device information, Such as Owner Identi 
fier, Port Type, Port Identifier, Port Name, Node Name. Initial 
Process Associator, Node IPAddress, Class of Service, FC-4 
Types, Port IPAddress, Fabric Port Name, and Hard Address. 
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A medium entry limited to Such information might require 
only 112 bytes to express. The medium entry may be custom 
ized based on experience to include the optimal amount and 
type of device information, and to exclude the less useful or 
unnecessary type of device information. 
Medium name server entries are preferably used in entry 

format RSCN messages when a node device comes on-line or 
changes State but remains on-line. Small name server entries 
are preferably used in entry format RSCN messages when a 
node device goes off-line. These are described below with 
reference to FIGS. 8 and 9. 
A switch that supports the preferred inter-switch RSCN 

format can cache the device information, and may thereby 
avoid unnecessary querying of the originating Switch or 
device. Accordingly, the entry format RSCN is preferably 
used by the name server component 202 in block 310 if the 
receiving Switch Supports this format. 

If the name server component 202 determines in block 312 
that the message is an information request about a local node 
device, then in block 314 the name server component 
retrieves the appropriate information from the local database 
and sends a response to the requester. If the name server 
component 202 determines in block 316 that the message is 
an information request about a remote node device, then in 
block 318 the name server component accesses the cache 208 
to retrieve the requested information. If the remote node 
device is not cached, or if the particular requested information 
about the remote node device is not cached, then in block 320, 
the name server component sends an inter-switch request to 
obtain the requested information. Once the information has 
been retrieved from the cache or from another switch, the 
name server component 202 sends a response to the requester. 
The name server component 202 cooperates with the cache 

manager component 206 to implement a push/pull caching 
model. The name server component 202 “pushes' informa 
tion to caches on other Switches in response to add/delete 
messages from local node devices. The cache manager 206 
receives this information from other Switches and Supple 
ments it by periodically requesting, or “pulling, information 
from the other Switches. This model may advantageously 
combine the low-latency of a push model with the depend 
ability of a pull model. 

To make the “pulling of cache information more efficient, 
the cache manager component 206 maintains records of all 
other Switches in the fabric. The cache manager component 
206 preferably further establishes one of five states for each 
switch (see FIG. 5): unknown, hot, cold, verify-hot, and 
verify-cold. When a switch is first identified, its state is 
“unknown. After complete local node device information is 
obtained from a Switch, it is assigned eithera hot or cold state. 
A remote switch is “hot” if it has at least one local node device 
that shares a Zone membership with at least one local node 
device of the current switch; otherwise it is “cold'. 

If a PID format RSCN is received from a switch, the cache 
manager component 206 adjusts the state as follows. A Switch 
in the unknown state remains unknown. A Switch in the hot 
state is changed to a verify-hot state, indicating that it is still 
“hot”, but the information regarding one or more node 
devices on that switch may be outdated. Similarly, a switch in 
the cold state is changed to a verify-cold state to indicate that 
the information regarding one or more devices may be out 
dated. Once the remote switch information is updated, the 
cache manager component 206 will adjust the Switch state to 
hot or cold, based on the updated information. 

If an entry format RSCN is received from a switch, the 
cache manager component 206 adjusts the state as follows. A 
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Switch in the unknown state remains unknown. A Switch in 
the hot state is changed to cold if the information indicates 
that the remote Switch no longer has a node device with a Zone 
membership common to the node devices of the current 
switch. Otherwise, the switch remains hot. A switch in the 
cold state remains cold unless the received information indi 
cates that Such a common Zone membership has been estab 
lished. 

FIG. 4 shows a high-level flowchart of a preferred embodi 
ment of cache manager component 206. In block 402, the 
cache manager 206 waits for a message to enter the queue 
214. The cache manager component 206 then determines the 
message type in one of blocks 403, 404, 408, 422, or 424. If 
the cache manager component 206 determines in block 403 
that the message is from a local node device, then in block 412 
it adjusts the state of the each switch as described above. 

In block 414, the cache manager component 206 deter 
mines which, if any, local node devices share a common Zone 
membership with the affected remote node device(s). The 
identifiers for these remote node devices are placed into a list 
in block 416. If the list was previously empty, the cache 
manager component 206 starts an RSCN timer. If the cache 
manager component 206 determines in block 418 that the list 
is full (in a preferred embodiment, the list holds ten node 
device identifiers), it sends notice in block 420 to the local 
devices of the changes to the remote node devices in the list. 
The cache manager component 206 also preferably halts the 
RSCN timer in block 420. 
The notice that the cache manager component 206 sends in 

block 420 is preferably in the form of a node device RSCN 
with multiple identifiers. The cache manager component 206 
preferably sends to each local node device an RSCN with 
identifiers of only those node devices that share a common 
Zone membership with that local node device. Of course, the 
cache manager component can exclude from the RSCN pay 
load the identifier of the receiving local node device itself. 

If the receiving local node device does not support RSCN 
messages with multiple identifiers, the cache manager com 
ponent 206 preferably sends a sequence of single identifier 
RSCN messages to the local node device. The local node 
device can respond to the RSCN message(s) with queries to 
the name server component 202 to obtain the new information 
about the identified node devices. 

If the cache manager component 206 determines in block 
404 that the message is a PID format RSCN, it adjusts the 
switch state in block 406 as described above. The cache 
manager component 206 then returns to block 402. 

If the cache manager component 206 determines in block 
408 that the message is an entry format RSCN or a switch 
generated State change notification (SCN), it updates the 
cache in block 410. For an entry format RSCN, this may 
simply involve copying node device information to the cache, 
or deleting node device information from the cache. For a 
SCN, this may involve adding a switch entry to the cache and 
assigning the appropriate state, or removing a Switch entry 
from the cache along with all the associated node device 
entries. 
When starting a list in block 416, the cache manager com 

ponent 206 preferably sets the RSCN timer to about 500 
milliseconds. This is expected to be an adequate aggregation 
time without being so long as to allow the RSCN information 
to grow stale. If the timer expires before the list is filled, a 
RSCN timer message passes through the queue and gets 
detected by the cache manager component in block 422. The 
cache manager then sends notice to the appropriate local node 
devices in block 420 as explained above. 
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In block 424, the cache manager component 206 checks to 
determine if the message is a pull message. Timer 216 pref 
erably has a continuously running “pull timer that periodi 
cally sends a pull message to queue 212. In a first embodi 
ment, the pull timer is programmed to provide N pull 
messages every 10 seconds, where N is the number of 
switches in the system. This frequency allows the node 
devices to obtain a complete picture of the network within 10 
seconds. In a second embodiment, the pull timer is pro 
grammed to provide a pull message every 500 milliseconds. 
When the cache manager component 206 detects a pull 

message, it identifies an unknown Switch in block 426 and 
sends a query to the unknown switch in block 428. The cache 
manager component 206 then updates the cache in block 410 
as described previously. If the cache manager component 
determines in block 426 that there are no unknown switches 
left, then in block 430 the cache manager component identi 
fies a verify-hot switch or verify-cold switch. In block 432 the 
cache manager component 206 sends an inquiry to the 
selected switch. The cache manager component 206 tests the 
information in block 434 to determine if it has changed, and 
if so, the cache manager component 206 adjusts the Switch 
state accordingly in block 410. 
Once all of the Switches have been classified into the hot or 

cold states, the cache manager component begins counting 
pull messages in block 436. Every Mpull messages, the cache 
manager component 206 identifies a known (i.e., hot or cold) 
Switch to Verify. The cache manager component 206 sends a 
query to the selected known switch in block 438, and tests the 
received information for any change in block 434. In the first 
embodiment, M is preferably about 30, which would cause 
every switch to be verified every 5 minutes or so. In the second 
embodiment, M is preferably about 100, which would cause 
verification of a known switch every 50 seconds or so. M may 
be chosen to be higher if less overhead traffic is desired and a 
longer verification interval can be tolerated. 
The queries sent by the cache manager component 206 in 

response to the pull message preferably take the form of a 
Fibre Channel GE PT query (oftype Nx Port) to retrieve all 
node devices on a remote switch. For early versions that do 
not Support the GE PT query, the cache manager component 
may send a GID PT query to retrieve the identifiers for all 
node devices on the remote Switch. The cache manager com 
ponent 206 can then send a series of GE ID queries to obtain 
device information for each node device identifier. 

Below, a list of scenarios is provided, along with an expla 
nation of the preferred sequence of events. 

Local device comes online/new field registered. 
a. Port puts message in queue 212. 
b. Name server component 202 picks up message, registers 

device in local database 204, sends local RSCN to cache 
manager component and inter-switch RSCN with 
medium name server entry payload. 

c. Cache manager component 206 receives RSCN. 
d. If new device, cache manager component 206 goes 

through every switch entry in cache switch list: 
i. Switch entry HOT or COLD: cache manager compo 

nent goes through each device in cold device list and 
Zone checks to see if any are now hot. If so, these 
devices are added to the RSCN list and moved over to 
the hot list. If the switch was COLD, it is changed to 
HOT. 

ii. Switch entry UNKNOWN: do nothing. 
Local device goes offline. 
a. Port puts message in queue 212. 
b. Name server component 202 picks up message, removes 

device from local database, sends local RSCN to cache 
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10 
manager component, inter-switch RSCN with small 
name server entry payload sent to other Switches. 

c. Cache manager component 206 receives RSCN. 
d. Cache manager component checks if any local devices 

left. If not, all switch entries changed to COLD. 
e. Cache manager component goes through each HOT 

switch entry in cache switch list: 
cache manager component goes through hot device list 

and Zone-checks each against every local device. If 
some are now cold they are moved to the cold device 
list but no local RSCN is needed. If Zero hot devices 
on switch, switch is changed to COLD. 

Remote device comes online (if multiple device entries, go 
through each device): 

a. RSCN received by cache manager component in its 
queue. 

b. Cache manager component finds the Switch entry per 
taining to the domain the device is on. 

c. If switch is UNKNOWN: do nothing 
d. If Switch is HOT or COLD: 

i. entry format RSCN, the device is Zone-checked 
against all local devices. 
If Zoned, the device is added to the RSCN list and 

added to the hot list and if the Switch was COLD, it 
is changed to HOT. If the device is not Zoned to a 
local device, the device is added to the cold list. 

ii. PID format RSCN, the switch is set to a verify state. 
When the appropriate timer expires a GE PT is sent to 
that switch and item i.above is followed based on the 
GE PT response. 

Remote device goes offline. 
a. RSCN received by cache manager component in its 

queue. 
b. Cache manager component finds the Switch entry per 

taining to the domain the device is on. Depending on the 
State: 

i. UNKNOWN: do nothing 
ii. HOT or COLD: remove from device list. If last device 
on hot list, state goes to COLD 

c. If any hot devices become cold, device is added to the 
RSCN list. 

Remote Switch comes online. 
a. SCN received by cache manager component in its queue. 
b. Cache manager component creates Switch entry and 

sorts it in its switch entry list 
c. Revision for switch is retrieved and stored. 
d. Switch entry state is marked UNKNOWN 
Remote switch goes offline. 
a. SCN received by cache manager component in its queue. 
b. Cache manager determines if offline switch had node 

devices that share common Zone membership with local 
devices, and if so, adds remote device identifiers to 
RSCN list. 

c. Cache manager component removes Switch entry from 
switch entry list. 

Zone Change. 
a. Cache manager component goes through each HOT/ 
COLD switch entry and Zone-checks against local 
devices. Move devices to the appropriate list if they are 
in the wrong list, and change switch states to HOT/ 
COLD appropriately. 

b. Cache manager component adds devices changing Zones 
to RSCN list. 

We now turn to a detailed description of RSCN formats. 
FIG. 6 shows a PID format RSCN, which serves to simply 
notify a Switch of a state change to the fabric, a given Switch, 
or a given node device. The first field of this RSCN format is 
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a one-byte message code value that identifies the message as 
an inter-switch RSCN. The next field is a 3-byte reserved 
field. The third field is a one-byte field for flags. The fourth 
field is a three-byte field for the port identifier of the affected 
object, i.e. the fabric, Switch or node device that changed 
state. The last field is a four-byte field for the detection func 
tion. The value of this field indicates whether the state change 
was detected by a node device or by a switch. 

In a preferred implementation, the first two bits (bits 
<7:6>) of the flag field are used to indicate the RSCN format; 
00 indicates a PID format, and 01 indicates an entry format 
RSCN. The next two bits (bits <5:4) are used to provide 
information about the port state: 00 indicates nothing. 01 
indicates that the port is online, 10 indicates that the port is 
offline, and 11 indicates that the port is a private loop with a 
phantom device (described further below). The remaining 
four bits (bits <3:0>) indicate the format of the ensuing port 
identifier: 00 indicates a port address format, meaning that all 
identifier bits are significant; 01 indicates area address for 
mat, meaning that only the first 16 bits of the identifier are 
significant; 10 indicates a domain address format, meaning 
that only the first 8 bits are significant; and 11 indicates a 
fabric address format, meaning that none of the identifier bits 
are significant. 

FIG. 7 shows an entry format RSCN, which serves to carry 
cacheinformation to a switch. The first five fields are the same 
as those of the PID format RSCN. The fifth field is a four-byte 
field to indicate the number of device entries in the RSCN 
payload. The fifth field is followed by a list of device entries, 
which includes the number of entries specified in the fifth 
field. The entries may either be small entries as discussed 
below with reference to FIG. 8, medium entries as discussed 
below with reference to FIG.9, orphantom device entries as 
discussed below with reference to FIG. 10. 

FIG. 8 shows a “small device entry, which may be pref 
erably used in entry format RSCNs when a node device goes 
offline (as indicated in the flag byte). The small device entry 
contains three fields that occupy 20 bytes. The first entry field 
is four-byte field for the port identifier, which identifies the 
port connected to the affected node device. The second entry 
field is an eight-byte field for the unique “world-wide name 
of the port, and the third entry field is an eight-byte field for 
the unique name of the node device. 

FIG. 9 shows a preferred “medium” device entry, which 
may be used in entry format RSCNs when a node device goes 
online or changes state but remains online. The medium 
device entry contains fourteen fields that occupy a total of 112 
bytes. The first field is a one-byte field for indicating the 
format of the entry, in this case, a “medium' format. Different 
values may indicate different collections of device properties 
in the entry. Different causes of RSCN messages could thus 
trigger the use of different entry formats. For the preferred 
implementation, however, just one medium format is used. 
The second entry field is a three byte field for identifying 

the switch that "owns” the full name server entry, i.e. the entry 
switch of the node device. The third field is a one-byte field 
that indicates the Port Type, and it is followed by a three-byte 
field for the port identifier (PID) of the node device. The fifth 
and sixth fields are eight-byte fields for the unique names of 
the port and node device, respectively. The next field is an 
eight-byte field for identifying the Initial Process Associator 
of the node device. The eighth field is a sixteen-byte field for 
the Internet Protocol (IP) address of the node device. The 
ninth field is a four-byte field for specifying the Class of 
Service expected by the node device. This is followed by a 
32-byte field for specifying FC-4 Types (for higher level 
protocols using FC as a transport means). The eleventh field is 
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a sixteen-byte field for the IP address of the port. The twelfth 
field is an eight-byte field for the Fabric Port Name. The 
thirteenth field is a one-byte reserved field, and the last field is 
a three-byte field for the hard (physical) address of the node 
device. 

FIG. 10 shows a preferred device entry for a phantom 
device. In the discussion of FIG. 1, it was noted that phantom 
devices are useful for arbitrated loops with private node 
devices. Arbitrated loops engage in a loop initialization 
primitive (LIP) process when a loop node device changes 
state. The phantom device (in reality, the switch that emulates 
the phantom device) notifies the external node device associ 
ated with the phantom device of any such LIP process with an 
RSCN. The RSCN is preferably in entry format, and the entry 
is preferably a four-byte entry as shown in FIG. 10. The first 
field is a one-byte flag field, and the second field is a three 
byte field for the port identifier of the external node device 
associated with the phantom device. 

FIG. 11 shows a node device RSCN which serves to notify 
a node device of State changes to other identified node 
devices. The first field is a one-byte command field used to 
indicate that the message is a node device RSCN. The second 
field is a one byte field for indicating the length of each page 
in the payload. It is preferably set to indicate a four-byte page 
length. The third field is a payload length field used to indicate 
the number of bytes in the payload (i.e., the number of pay 
load pages times the length of each page). The third field is 
followed by a series of one or more pages. FIG. 12 shows a 
typical four-byte page. The first field is a one byte field that 
indicates the address format (port, area, domain, or fabric) of 
the following port identifier. The second field is a three-byte 
field that contains the port identifier. When supported, the 
node device RSCN preferably includes multiple port identi 
fiers aggregated as explained previously. The aggregation 
preferably takes the form of multiple pages, but in an alter 
native embodiment, the aggregation may take the form of 
adjusting the address format to cover all ports that have 
changed. Thus, for example, an area format identifier may be 
used to indicate that multiple node devices have changed 
states in an arbitrated loop. 

Several scenarios are provided below to illustrate when 
RSCN messages are generated and delivered. 

Device comes online/offline. This is the most common case 
for generating an RSCN with a port or area address identifier. 
The RSCN is delivered to all the switches in the fabric. Any 
node device in the fabric that is zoned with node device 
coming online/offline, and that has registered to receive fab 
ric-detected State changes, should receive a node device 
RSCN regarding the online/offline node device. 

Private loop with phantom device performs LIP process. In 
this case, a “phantom' RSCN for the phantom device will be 
delivered to all the switches in the fabric, but only the host 
node device (i.e. the external node device associated with the 
phantom device) will receive an RSCN if the host node device 
has registered to receive fabric-detected State changes. The 
RSCN will be a node device RSCN with an area address 
identifier. 

Zoning changes. No inter-switch RSCN is generated. The 
cache manager components will receive CFG CHANGED 
SCN for this event, and will generate node device RSCNs 
(with a fabric address identifier) for those devices that have 
registered to receive fabric-detected State changes. 

Switch IP address changes or Switch name changes. Inter 
switch RSCNs with a domain address identifier will be gen 
erated and delivered to all the switches in the fabric. All the 
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devices registered to receive fabric-detected State changes 
will receive a node device RSCN with a domain address 
identifier. 
A remote switch becomes inaccessible. No inter-switch 

RSCN is generated. Cache manager components will receive 
DOMAIN UNREACHABLE SCN for this event, and will 
provide node device RSCNs with domain address identifiers 
to those local node devices that are Zoned with devices on the 
inaccessible remote switch and registered to receive fabric 
detected State changes. 
Node device sends RSCN. This is called port detected 

RSCN. Inter-Switch versions of this RSCN will be delivered 
to all the switches in the fabric. Any node device in the fabric 
that is Zoned with the originating node device and registered 
to receive port-detected State changes will receive a node 
device RSCN. The RSCN may be a node device RSCN with 
port or area address identifiers. 
The preferred name server design outlined herein may 

advantageously provide backward-compatibility with older 
versions of FC fabric operating systems. The design is 
expected to be robust and reliable, and to generate less name 
server related traffic on average than previous designs. Fur 
ther, the switches operate to distribute the traffic in time, 
thereby minimizing peak traffic loading on the fabric. 

The proposed RSCN messages may take the physical form 
of modulated carrier signals traveling over fabric links. The 
carrier signals may be modulated into a sequential series of 
signal frames, each having a start of frame segment, a frame 
header, a content segment, and an end of frame segment. The 
field formats shown in the figures would describe the arrange 
ment of information in the content segment following the 
frame header. The appropriate signaling protocols can be 
found in the Fibre Channel Framing and Signaling Draft 
Standard Rev. 1.70, published Feb. 8, 2002, and the Fibre 
Channel Physical and Signaling Interface, Rev. 4.3, published 
Jun. 4, 1994, both of which are hereby incorporated herein by 
reference. 
The device entries in the enhanced RSCN message payload 

may typically include one, two, three, four, or more properties 
associated with a node device in addition to the port identifier 
of the node device. In the case of a phantom node device, the 
device entry may be limited to the port identifier of the host 
node device. 
Numerous variations and modifications will become 

apparent to those skilled in the art once the above disclosure 
is fully appreciated. It is intended that the following claims be 
interpreted to embrace all such variations and modifications. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A method, comprising: 
using state change messages to establish and maintain a 

cache of remote node device entries on a device, the state 
change messages comprising updates for node devices; 

receiving a node device information request; and 
generating a response based on the cache of remote node 

device entries if the node device information request 
regards a remote node device, a node device being 
remote if not directly coupled to the device. 

2. The method of claim 1, wherein at least one device entry 
includes properties associated with a particular node device; 
wherein the properties are not identifiers of the node device. 

3. The method of claim 1, wherein at least one device entry 
includes a field for indicating a format of the device entry. 

4. The method of claim 1, wherein at least one device entry 
includes a field for identifying a switch to which the remote 
node device is directly coupled. 
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5. The method of claim 1, wherein at least one device entry 

includes a field for a Port Type associated with the remote 
node device. 

6. The method of claim 1, wherein at least one device entry 
includes a field for a Port Identifier associated with the remote 
node device. 

7. The method of claim 1, wherein at least one device entry 
includes a field for a Port Name associated with the remote 
node device. 

8. The method of claim 1, wherein at least one device entry 
includes a field for a Node Name associated with the remote 
node device. 

9. The method of claim 1, wherein at least one device entry 
includes a field for an Initial Process Associator associated 
with the remote node device. 

10. The method of claim 1, wherein at least one device 
entry includes a field for a Node IP Address associated with 
the remote node device. 

11. The method of claim 1, wherein at least one device 
entry includes a field fora Class of Service associated with the 
remote node device. 

12. The method of claim 1, wherein at least one device 
entry includes a field for a Port IPAddress associated with the 
remote node device. 

13. The method of claim 1, wherein at least one device 
entry includes a field for a Hard Address associated with the 
remote node device. 

14. A method, comprising: 
using node device add/delete messages to establish and 

maintain a database of local node device entries; 
using state change messages to establish and maintain a 

cache of remote node device entries; 
receiving a node device information request regarding a 

particular node device; 
generating a response based on the database of local node 

device entries if the node device information request 
regards a local node device; and 

generating a response based on the cache of remote node 
device entries if the node device information request 
regards a remote node device. 

15. The method of claim 14, wherein at least one device 
entry includes properties associated with the particular node 
device; wherein the properties are not identifiers of the par 
ticular node device. 

16. The method of claim 14, wherein at least one device 
entry includes more than four properties associated with the 
particular node device. 

17. The method of claim 14, wherein at least one device 
entry includes a field for indicating a format of the device 
entry. 

18. The method of claim 14, wherein at least one device 
entry includes a field for identifying a switch to which the 
particular node device is directly coupled. 

19. The method of claim 14, wherein at least one device 
entry includes a field for a Port Type associated with the 
particular node device. 

20. The method of claim 14, wherein at least one device 
entry includes a field for a Port Identifier associated with the 
particular node device. 

21. The method of claim 14, wherein at least one device 
entry includes a field for a Port Name associated with the 
particular node device. 

22. The method of claim 14, wherein at least one device 
entry includes a field for a Node Name associated with the 
particular node device. 
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23. The method of claim 14, wherein at least one device 
entry includes a field for an Initial Process Associator asso 
ciated with the particular node device. 

24. The method of claim 14, wherein at least one device 
entry includes a field for a Node IP Address associated with 
the particular node device. 

25. The method of claim 14, wherein at least one device 
entry includes a field fora Class of Service associated with the 
particular node device. 

26. The method of claim 14, wherein a device entry in the 
cache of remote node device consists of a Subset of properties 
contained in a device entry of local node device entries. 

27. The method of claim 14, wherein at least one device 
entry includes a field for a Port IPAddress associated with the 
particular node device. 

28. The method of claim 14, wherein at least one device 
entry includes a field for a Hard Address associated with the 
particular node device. 

29. A device, comprising: 
a cache of remote node device entries established and 

maintained using state change messages, the state 
change messages comprising updates for node devices; 

wherein the device 

receives a node device information request; and 
generates a response based on the cache of remote node 

device entries if the node device information request 
regards a remote node device, a node device being 
remote if not directly coupled to the device. 
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30. A device, comprising: 
a database of local node device entries established and 

maintained using node device add/delete messages; and 
a cache of remote node device entries established and 

maintained using state change messages; 
wherein the device 
receives a node device information request regarding a 

particular node device; 
generates a response based on the database of local node 

device entries if the node device information request 
regards a local node device; and 

generates a response based on the cache of remote node 
device entries if the node device information request 
regards a remote node device. 

31. The device of claim 30, further comprising a cache 
manager 

32. The device of claim 30, further comprising a resident 
a SWC. 

33. The device of claim 30, wherein at least one device 
entry includes a field for a Port Type associated with the 
particular node device. 

34. The device of claim 30, wherein at least one device 
entry includes a field for an Initial Process Associator asso 
ciated with the particular node device. 

35. The device of claim 30, wherein at least one device 
entry includes a field for a Node IP Address associated with 
the particular node device. 

36. The device of claim 30, wherein at least one device 
entry includes a field fora Class of Service associated with the 
particular node device. 
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